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LETTER TO

Referring your editorial published in the August 2001 issue
of Monocco BouNo, you might like to consider commis-
sioning articles (viz asking suitable contributors) for 2-4
pages on bookbinding materials. I think readers would find
these informative. WA, ACT and Queensland might each
be asked to do one or more.

1. Paper - how is it made, weights. watermarks, pH, fix-
edness of colour, curl when pasted, stretch when pasted.

2. Repair tissue - how it is made. grain(?). qualities, avail-
ability.

3. Bookcloth - how it is made, qualities/grades, fixedness
of colour, grain, how well does PVA or paste need to
be worked into it, how to press dimpled cloth without
squashing the dimples, etc.

4. Leather - tannin/chrome tanning, soft/hard, stretch, how
well does adhesive need to be worked into it, skiving,
etc.

5. Thread - are cotton and polyester viable (used com-
mercially), how linen thread is made and classed. wax-
ing . twist direction and hence needle at old end rather
than new cut. how to avoid one thread cutting the other
at head and foot, etc.

6. Boards - from manilla to elephant board (patterned) to
cover boards, old (straw) vs new, how made, qualities,
grain of importance, but heavier boards I expect are all
imported and one would need to contact a European
manufacturer for help.

There should also be scope for an article on guillotining
(based on an IDEAL hand guillotine). Firstly the set up - not
unduly worn cutting stick, blade edge parallel to the edge of
the cutting stick and to the rear measure and also perpendicu-
lar to the side guide. All these are usually adjustable.

The paper under the work, beware of staples, board or
glue lumps (all of which pil/ notch the blade), paper on top
of the work, etc. How to avoid getting tapered edges (top
to bottom). Never put fingers near blade until safety lock
activated (older models don't have a close down guard).
Removing and carrying the blade, erc. Also, hints on the
actual use ofthe guillotine (to avoid taper) would be useful.

Nlichael Mathew.
Henley Beach, SA.

Thank for your letter. I agree that these topics would be
most useful to readers. Up till now, Monocco Bouuo re-
ceived a regular supply of articles sufficient to fill an 8-
page issue which was not a problem, but this does not ad-
dress the matters you raise.

I had approached a few materials suppliers in the past
but despite their assurances that information or even some
pamphlets from which to research an article would be sent,
these were never received. I was once given an article on
early Australian bookbinders ( l9th Century) which was pub-
lished in an early issue of an antiques magazine but it had
lacked the last page ! Despite my pursuing the matter. I was
unable to obtain the entirc articlc. I still wish to republish
that article and to include photographs ofthe bindings and
bookbinders'labels.
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THE EDITOR
As I have said before, I could visit the various websites

on the internet for articles but I prefer to use original con-
tributions and not merely repeat/rehash someone else's
work. Those people with more time for web browsing than
I have can easily do this for themselves so there seems little
point in having them reprinted in this;ournal.

If Monocco BouNo is to remain a viable journal rtf Aus-
tralian bookbinding, then it is still up to all members o1'

every State guild to kindly see to this. Editor.

PAPER TABLE, &C

This table of paper sheet numbers and paper sheet sizes
was discovered in an old mathematics text book:

12 Articles =
12 Dozen =
24 Sheets =
20 Quires =
2 Reams =
5 Bundles =

1 Dozen
1 Gross
1 Quire
1 Ream
1 Bundle
1 Bale

A sheet of paper doubled (i.e., folded) is a folio of 4 pages;
this again doubled is a quarto (4to) of 8 pages;
this again doubled is an octavo (8vo) of 16 pages;
this again doubled is a sextadecimo ( l6mo) of 32 pages.
A sheet of paper folded to make 24 pages is called a
duodecimo (l2mo); when folded to make 36 pages, it is
called octodecimo ( l Smo).
Paper Sizes

Demy
Half Imperial
Medium
Royal
Super Royal
Imperial
Elephant
Columbler
Atlas
Double Elephant

Inches
20 x 15r/z

22x15
22 x 17Vz

24 x 19Vz

21 x 19Vt

30Vz x 22
28Yz x 23Y2

34Vz x 24
33Yz x 26
40Yz x 27

Tlrc lrcadband ttorkshop at the NSW Guild dentonstrated by Watne

Stock on I 5 Septentber 2001 . L to R are Carol Cantrcll, Leonore

Lenune, Nicholas Beckett, Wayne Stock, Dirk Heyink and Rosina

Lavelle.
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Strzl' also brought along her cop1, of the facsimile of the
Nercser Brcur.. She purchased this in an antiquarian book-
shop itt Budapest, and was the onll' cop1, she could find.
Su4' did not rebind this book, but she did make the box
that stores it.

MOROCCO BOUI{D November 2001

Suzy picked up Booxs oF HouRS AND rHErR OwNsRs in mint
condition in a second hand bookshop. The book reproduces,
breathtakingll,, exquisite illuminated pages from the pral,er
books of the French and English nobility of the late Middte
Ages to the Renaissance. The endpapers in Suzy's binding
came from Florence and the front cover had an antique
plaque recessed in the front board.

THE SEPARATED SPINE
FTEN I AM ASKED to make _eood (it can't be
termed restore) a book where the cloth cover has
broken or is badly worn at the hinge. Sometimes

the whole spine is missing from the cover.
There are several situations - spine titling exists or is miss-

ing, the front or rear board is decorated and it is desired to
keep them. and the endpapers are either disposable or sought
to keep. This allows for many alternative treatments.

If the titling is missing or jt is not important. the boards
are plain and the endpapers disposable, then it is a conven-
tional rebind - gently remove the bookblock from the boards,
clean the muslin (paste to soften), etc and make a new case
with new endpapers on the bookblock.

At the other end of the spectrum - the titling exists and is
worth retaining, the covers are ornate and the endpapers
sought - then I proceed as follows:

a. trim the cover material to 1mm from the spine edge.
b. with a scalpel lift the existing cover material for about

l2mm from the spine edge. Lifting may mean splitting
the board just below the pasted surface. At the head and

fbot of the boards allow this to be 1Omm and cut the cloth
away over the edge and on in the inside of the pastedowns.

c. make a new spine (cloth plus manilla backing) in a match-
ing or, more often, contrasting, colour. The width should
be such that the part to adhere to the boards is 1Omm. I
usually work with it oversize and trim at the last mo-
ment. This spine may be blocked with the title if the

title piece is not being recovered.
d. carefully fit the new spine piece under the cloth, pasting

spine piece to board and old cover material to spine ma-

terial. Fold over at head and tail as in making a case.

This underlaying results in a step in the cover material
down the spine edge. Ifthis is not acceptable, and usu-
ally that is because the material is too fragile to be lifted
or the board split, then I cut the old cover at 1Omm and
rely on butting the spine piece to it.

e. remove the manilla from the old spine. trim to create a
title piece (which may be almost the full spine height)
and affix to the new spine.

f. usually the endpapers are also torn at the fold so I use
either a heavy tissue or light bookcloth hinge on the
inside. If I am just 'hiding' the tear then I tend to use
equal legs on the hinge. But there are cases where the
bookblock has had to be cut out of the cover to reparr it
and where the object is to retain the old endpapers I use
an uneven legged hinge, with the one leg about lOmm
and the other about 2mm wider than the muslin. First I
paste the bookblock leg in place, ensuring I have scored
it to get it to fit into the rounding. When that is dry I
paste the pastedown leg (and muslin if pertinent) and
close the cover on itjust as in casing in a book.

Such hinging can be donejust to reinforce the end paper.
Or one might tear out the old endpaper (on the pastedown I
tend to trim it at the bookcloth and leave the old paper as

fill in, and fit a new endpaper - again first pasting to the
bookblock and then to the pastedown as a second step. I
know some binders do this with new endpapers cut to size
but I prefer to work oversize and trim after affixing to the
bookblock (but before working on the pastedown).

Michael Mathew.
Henley Beach, SA.
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ENcRavnc eND LrrHoGRApHt, a Guild reprint, while
not one of Suq,'s favourites, did draw .favourable
comments from others. Suz1, never throws awa1,
scraps of leather, especialh ,norocco. She utilised
some of these scraps in this binding.

MOROCCO BOUND November 2001

The first two examples were miniatures originatittg from The Old Stile press in Wales. This press issues a yearb
brochure detailing their new publications, which are printed in limited editions of 200-250 copies, each copy being
numbered and signed. Both tsp. Srtr. assembled in an accordian style binding, and Pselus 23+150, a dos-a-dos
(back to back) binding, were each bound by Suzy from a single unfolded, uncut sheet.

CnNnenna. Cosuos, a Guild printing, is a casebinding, decorated with book spines,
so as to resemble a bookshelf. The endpapers came from Budapest.

A garage sale was the source of Suzy s near new copy of
Hrsronv oF CLowNS. This is Suz1,'s 611 time favourite among
her bindings, ma1,be because she feels she made no errors in
contpleting it. She hoped the audience agreed with her!
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A SHOW AND TELL EVENING WITH SUZY BRAUN
Tlte NSW Guild's General Meetirtg, held on I 3 June 2001 in the Ralph Lewis Workshop, was a Suow AND TELL event whicll
htts pror.,ed popular in the past. Suzy Braun, a longstandittg ntentber of the Guild, and former Conunittee nrcntbe4 was
int'ited to initiate the evening v,ith a talk and presentation of her recent work. Sut,'s introdtrction, in w,hich she talks about
her bookbinding career and her interest in books, has been prittted verbatint and the conuilentat\ v',hich accotrtpanied
Srr:,r'i 'show and tell' session follow,s.

"Good evening colleagues, ladies and gentlemen.
I have the honour of being asked by the Guild Committee

to show and tell about some of my bindings, my passion be-
ing for fine binding. I feel that the completion of a project

-qives 
me a lot of satisfaction. and a sense of accomplishment.

I have always had a keen interest in books generally.
but more in the way of readin,e before I became involved in
binding. How did this interest come about - on an overseas
trip in 198 I I visited the Bodleian Library in Oxford, which
is well known worldwide for their collections of rare and
precious books. The volumes on display at the time of my
vrsit simply took my breath away - in short it was over-
whelming. There and thcn I decided that I had to find out
more about binding books.

After making initial enquiries on my return in 1984. I
enrolled at TAFE, for thc so called Table-Hands hobby
course. Not wishing to go into a detailed description this

time of my years at TAFE, suffice it to say that the more

difficulties that were put in my way. the more determined I

bccame to see il. through.
At the beginning I .iust rvanted to put my paperbacks

into hard covers with matching covering, so they would
look more civilized on the shelf. But thanks in large meas-
ure to my first tutor at'IAFE. my interest was awakened to
find out more than just the absolute basics.

I joined the Guild, and have aiso taken every opportu-
nity to have private tuition by Australian binders, work-
shops at the Guild. and also the few overseas binders. when
they visited Australia and gave masterclasses.

The experience I have gained from the variety ofbook-
binders is that everyone has a slightly different technique
to achieve the end result. One has to experiment to work
out which method suits one best. The variety of experiencc.
I feel. has been invaluable to me.

I have brought a selection of seven volumes to show you
to tell you about. These demonstrate a variety of different
techniques, four of which were recently completed, and are

more or less my recent favourites. All my' bindings are in
leather. I feel that the amount of time and effort that goes into
each one of these warrants only the best materials".

Suzy then showed the audience some examples of her
work. which are shown on thc next pagc.
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